
Safety gas cut off using thermocouples
If the flame goes out, the gas is automatically shut off from the source ensuring 
perfect safety. Suitable for flats and other multi-occupancy dwellings. 

Integrated Ignition - quick access to powerful heat for cooking
With Integrated Ignition, all you have to do is gently turn and press the knob, to 
effortlessly and comfortably spark a flame from the hob.

Get powerful heat, with the Powerful Wok
Experience fuller flavour in your favourite dishes with 
this Powerful Wok. It generates intense, direct heat – 
ideal for searing seafood and locking in mouth-watering 
stir-fry flavours. Wok cooking mastered.

Add a premium look to your hob, with Cast Iron 
Grid pan supports
Add a professional look to your kitchen with durable 
and premium cast iron pan supports. Continuous cast 
iron pan supports let you slide your cookware easily 
and safely without having to lift them for a seamless 
cooking experience

Speed Burners - accurate heat for faster 
performance
The design of the Speed Burners in this AEG gas hob 
allows for the flames to directly target the bottom of the 
pan, providing quicker heat and greater efficiency. 
These high-speed burners get you cooking up to 20% 
faster.

A Speed Burner gas hob is 20% faster, helping you apply the right heat for 
flawless taste. The burners allow you to regulate speed, so your wok or pasta 
always gets exactly the heat it needs. No more. No less.

UP TO 20% MORE POWER, AND SPEED
A Speed Burner gas hob is 20% faster, helping you apply the right heat for 
flawless taste. The burners allow you to regulate speed, so your wok or pasta 
always gets exactly the heat it needs. No more. No less.

Product Benefits & Features

• Steel capped control knobs
• Rotary controls

Slimline Gas Hob 75 cm

HGB75500SM
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Plug Uk Moulded
Hobs Dimensions 745x510
Aperture dimensions HxWxD in mm 40x560x480
Radius cutting 5
Cord Length (m) 1.1
Middle Front - Power/Diameter 1900W/70mm
Middle rear - Power/Diameter 1900W/70mm
Right front - Power/Diameter 1000W/54mm
PwDiaLM 4000W/122mm
Right rear - Power/Diameter 3000W/100mm
Gas supply: natural gas G20 (2H) 20 mbar

Gas replacement G30/G31 (3+) 28-30/37 mbar, With 
Additional Injectors

Gas replacement No
Led Colour No
ProdPartCode All Open

Product Specification

Slimline Gas Hob 75 cm

HGB75500SM
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